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Abstract—Gaze mismatch is a common problem in video
conferencing, where the viewpoint captured by a camera
(usually located above or below a display monitor) is not
aligned with the gaze direction of the human subject, who
typically looks at his counterpart in the center of the screen.
This means that the two parties cannot converse eye-toeye, hampering the visual communication experience. A recent popular approach to the gaze mismatch problem is
to synthesize a gaze-corrected face image as viewed from
the screen center via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR),
assuming texture and depth maps are both available at the
camera-captured viewpoint. Due to self-occlusion, however,
there will be missing pixels in the DIBR-synthesized view image that require satisfactory filling. In this paper, we propose
to jointly solve the hole-filling problem and the face beautification problem (subtle modifications of facial components
and contour to enhance attractiveness of the rendered face)
using dual sparsity prior. Specifically, prior to the start of
a video conference session, we first train two dictionaries separately offline using two large data sets: one with
general face images, and the other with “beautiful” human
faces, which means faces with high beauty scores. During
the actual conference session, we solve the hole-filling and
facial components beautification problems simultaneously
by seeking two code vectors—one is sparse in the first dictionary and explains the available DIBR-synthesized pixels,
the other is sparse in the second dictionary and matches
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well with the first vector in terms of feature space distance.
This ensures an acceptable level of recognizability of the
conference subject, while increasing proximity to “beautiful” facial features to improve attractiveness. Experimental
results show naturally rendered human faces with
noticeably improved attractiveness.
Index Terms—Face beautification, gaze correction,
sparse representation, video conferencing.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the advent of networking technologies enabling
high-bandwidth and low-delay transmission, video conferencing connecting parties separated by large physical distance is now ubiquitous with tools such as Skype and Google
Hangouts. A common problem with these tools is the gaze mismatch problem: because the capturing camera typically resides
above or below the display monitor while the human subject
tends to look at his/her counterpart in the center of the screen,
the conversing parties cannot talk eye-to-eye, hampering the
interactive visual communication experience. The problem is
particularly severe if the display monitor is large, resulting in a
large distance between the capturing camera and the conference
subject’s gaze point in the screen center.
Recent interests in three-dimensional (3-D) imaging [1] have
led to the development of inexpensive depth sensors such as
Kinect that can capture 3-D geometry in a scene in the form
of a depth map—per-pixel distance between physical objects in
the 3-D scene and the capturing camera. Armed with texture
(color) and depth images from the same camera-captured viewpoint, one recent popular approach to the gaze mismatch problem [2] is to synthesize the viewpoint image as observed from
the screen center (virtual view) via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) [3]—a pixel-to-pixel mapping from captured view
image to virtual view image. The key problem to this approach is
the disocclusion hole-filling problem: spatial regions that were
occluded by foreground elements in the camera-captured viewpoint become visible in the virtual view, which result in missing
pixels that need to be completed satisfactorily. While hole-filling
for DIBR-synthesized images has been addressed formally in the
literature [4], [5], these algorithms rely on template-matching
to exhaustively search for suitable nonlocal texture information
to complete targeted local patches, resulting in high complexity.
Further, to the best of our knowledge, no one has yet to tailor a
hole-filling algorithm specifically for human faces for rendering
of a natural gaze-corrected view.
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In this paper, we propose to jointly solve the disocclusion hole-filling problem for human faces together with the
face beautification problem using dual sparsity prior. Face
beautification [6], [7] is the process of subtly modifying facial
features and contour to enhance attractiveness of the rendered
face. In so doing, we sought to create a realm of immersive visual
communication that is, in some sense, perceptually better than
reality itself. This is in line with the “enhanced virtual reality”
grand vision defined by the National Academy of Engineering
for the 21st century [8], where the virtual realm can exceed limitations inherent in the physical reality. While we do not claim
to achieve enhanced reality in the general sense, we believe our
proposal is an important small step, with obvious practical realworld applications, such as online lecture presentations, online
company presentations, job interviews, online dating, etc.
From a technical standpoint, our joint gaze correction/face
beautification approach differs from previous hole-filling approaches [9] fundamentally in the following respect. Instead of
filling pixels using only captured images in the current video
conference session, we leverage on the vast amount of data on
the Internet made available via cloud-based retrieval services—
commonly called big data—when completing our tasks. It is
argued in [10] that the emergence of big data can fundamentally
alter how traditional signal processing problems are tackled. In
this paper, we demonstrate how both the gaze mismatch and face
beautification problems can be alternatively addressed leveraging on big data. Specifically, we assume the availability of a
large data corpus containing images of both general faces and
“beautiful faces” when training two corresponding dictionaries
offline—a fair assumption today where voluminous databases of
images are easily accessible through social networks and search
engines. During a video conference session, we perform joint
hole-filling and facial components beautification by simultaneously seeking two code vectors—one is sparse in the first dictionary and explains the available DIBR-synthesized pixels, the
other is sparse in the second dictionary and close to the first vector in terms of a chosen feature space distance (a common metric
used in object recognition). This ensures an acceptable level of
recognizability of the conference subject, while increases proximity to “beautiful” facial features to improve attractiveness.
Our proposed system is an enhanced version of one described
in previous works [11], [12]. The major improvements are as
follows: 1) from an aesthetic perspective, the beauty of facial
components is reflected by the shape or size of components,
which is described by locations of landmarks. Thus, we assume
that beautiful facial components have more beautiful distributions of landmarks. Correspondingly, in this paper, instead of
component-based dictionary used in [11] and [12], we take a
landmark-based dictionary learning approach for facial component beautification; 2) instead of a restricted linear transform,
we introduce a more general matching criteria between the first
and second code vectors in feature space distance that ensures
recognizability of the conference subject; and 3) we add a new
sparse neighbors selection procedure to modify the subject’s
facial contour for added attractiveness.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first overview
our video conferencing system in Section II. The proposed

joint hole-filling/face beautification method is described in
Section III, and how the optimization can be solved efficiently is
discussed in Section IV. Finally, Sections V and VI, concludes
this paper.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. System Overview
We first overview our proposed joint gaze correction/face
beautification system, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Toward the goal
of low-cost deployment, our proposed system employs a single
depth-sensing camera that is capable of capturing texture (color)
and depth images simultaneously, such as Kinect, at the bottom
of a large display. Prior to the start of a video conference session,
we assume that a large image collection of “beautiful” people
in frontal views with various expressions is available for offline
dictionary training. Two dictionaries are trained: the first operates per pixel patch and is used for image completion, and the
second operates per facial component (e.g., eyes or eyebrows)
and is used for facial component beautification. In general, it
is difficult to mathematically define the notion of human facial
beauty. Thus, we simply gather images of television and movies
stars in China, Japan, and South Korea publicly available on
the Internet, male and female, with ages from 20s to 40s. The
assumption here is that if the dictionaries are trained using facial components of young and popular TV and movie stars, then
reconstructing facial components such as eyes and eyebrows
that are similar to them will also be beautiful. We will demonstrate via extensive experimentation that this is indeed the case
in Section V.
During a video conference session, each pair of texture and
depth images captured at the same time instant is processed
as follows. First, foreground/background segmentation is performed by thresholding the depth image; i.e., depth pixels with
values smaller than a preselected value τ are deemed foreground.
This simple thresholding method has been shown to be effective
for conference video in [13] and [14] as well. Second, assuming that the center of the display monitor is the desired virtual
viewpoint, DIBR is performed only for the classified foreground
pixels, so that texture pixels from the captured camera viewpoint
can be mapped to the virtual view given corresponding available depth pixels. The necessary intrinsic and extrinsic matrices
needed for DIBR to map from captured to virtual view can be
derived using standard camera calibration tools [15]. Due to selfocclusion, insufficient pixel sampling and missing depth pixels
in the captured texture/depth image pair, there will be missing
pixels in the DIBR-synthesized foreground that requires filling. Further, depth errors due to sensing and/or compression
noise and synthesis errors due to rounding to the nearest pixel
grid means that the actual rendered pixels are also corrupted
by noise.
To fill in the missing pixels in the DIBR-synthesized image, one conventional method is inpainting, where information
from neighboring available pixels is methodically propagated
into the hole regions based on detected image structure [9].
To simultaneously denoise the DIBR-rendered pixels also, one
can optimize an image reconstruction objective that tradesoff
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Block diagram of the proposed joint gaze correction and face beautification system.

fidelity and signal prior like sparsity in a chosen dictionary
[16]. This joint hole-filling/denoising problem is clearly an
inverse imaging problem, whose success depends heavily on
the appropriateness of the signal prior(s) used for regularization of the ill-posed problem. In this paper, we perform joint
denoising/hole-filling of DIBR-rendered human faces with the
aid of dictionaries trained offline using beautiful human facial
images. The key insight in our approach is the following: given
that the joint denoising/hole-filling problem for facial images is
inherently ill-posed, we use beautiful facial components learned
offline as signal priors, so that even when the rendered faces are
incorrect, they err on the side of human perceptual beauty. The
amount beautification applied to our optimization can be tuned
simply by adjusting the strength of the signal prior.
Finally, the reconstructed face is transposed and warped into
the original captured view, replacing the gaze-mismatched face.
By reusing the background of the captured image, also done in
[2], there is no need to complete missing background pixels due
to occlusion in the virtual view.
B. Joint Face Restoration/Beautification Optimization
The key technical contribution in our system is the joint gazecorrected face image restoration/face component beautification
process via a unified dual sparse coding framework. Given the
two offline trained dictionaries Φ and Ψ, we jointly search for
two sparse code vectors α and β for the two dictionaries that
respectively explain the observed DIBR-synthesized pixels and
achieve proximity to beautiful facial components. We illustrate
the joint optimization geometrically in Fig. 2. Given an incomplete and noise-corrupted observation x, we seek a sparse face
reconstruction Φα that is close to x in an l2 -norm sense (fidelity
term), resulting in a circle for a two-dimensional (2-D) space.
At the same time, to maintain a desired level of recognizability
of the conference subject, we enforce a feature space distance
constraint S to restrict the amount of beautification performed;
mathematically it means beautification Ψβ must be close to
reconstructed Φα in a defined feature space, resulting in a blue
region for given α.
By jointly performing disocclusion hole-filling and facial
components beautification simultaneously, we can potentially
identify optimal pair of code vectors α and β that can minimize an overall objective function that considers fidelity of
hole-filling, amount of beautification, and sparsity of both

Fig. 2. Search space for dual code vectors. On the left, given observation x, a face reconstruction Φα must be close in l2 -norm sense (inside
black circle), and beautification Ψβ must be close to Φα in feature space
distance (blue region). If solved separately, search region for β is only
one blue region given one α, rather the union of all blue regions with
center inside the circle. On the right, an irregular-shaped blue region can
be approximated by a quadratic function.

vectors. Geometrically, the search space for this pair of vectors
is the entire circle for α and the union of all blue regions with
center inside the circle for β. In contrast, if hole-filling and face
beautification are performed in separate steps, then after solving
for a fixed α, only one blue region centered at Φα is considered
as search space for β, which is much more restrictive. We will
show in the experimental section that indeed by performing joint
optimization, we can reconstruct facial components with higher
beauty score than separate optimization. In the next section, we
will introduce the details of our joint sparse coding framework.
III. JOINT FACE RECONSTRUCTION AND BEAUTIFICATION VIA
DUAL SPARSE REPRESENTATION
We now discuss details of the face reconstruction and beautification module. We propose that a successful algorithm should
meet the following three criteria.
1) Fidelity: Holes in the DIBR-synthesized facial image
should be completed satisfactorily, resulting in a naturallooking human face.
2) Attractiveness: The rendered face should have enhanced
facial attractiveness, with “beautiful” facial components.
3) Recognizability: Only subtle modifications should be performed to the original face, so that the target human
subject is unmistakably recognizable.
As illustrate in Fig. 1, we meet the first and second criteria by
the main module of joint face reconstruction and facial component beautification. The third criteria can be met by introducing
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Fig. 3. Locations of 103 landmarks, detected from the frontal face
image on the right, are shown in a 2-D plot on the left.

an appropriate feature space constraint to limit the amount of
beautification.
A. Exemplar Images Alignment
Each face, including the test and training ones, is annotated
by a set of landmarks so that all facial components and contour
can be precisely identified. As illustrated in Fig. 3, in our paper,
we identify 103 landmarks using procedure described in [17].
Each exemplar face image in the training set is aligned to the
test face by the following three linear preprocessing operations,
including scaling, translation, and rotation.

restoration using local patches has become very popular and was
shown to be highly effective [18]. Moreover, as face images are
statistically nonstationary with spatially varying sparse representations, we develop an adaptive patch-wise sparsity-based
restoration method that learns and exploits local statistics. For
given example face images of the conference subject, we extract all patches with overlaps. Although facial features can
vary a lot through the image plane, it has been found that the
microstructures of face can be represented by a small number
of structural primitives, and these primitives are qualitatively
similar in form to simple cell receptive fields [19]. Therefore,
we classify the collected patches into clusters with similar geometric structure by using the K-means clustering method [20],
and model each cluster by learning a compact sub-dictionary.
Specifically, for a certain cluster i, which includes ni image
patches to be coded, we stack the vectors of patches into a matrix denoted by Yi . Then, we learn an adaptive sub-dictionary
Φi that is most relevant to Yi by applying principal component analysis (PCA) on Yi . PCA generates the dictionary
Φi whose atoms are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
of Yi .
Since the patches in a cluster are similar to each other, it is
not necessary for the sub-dictionary to be over-complete, but
all sub-dictionaries are combined together to construct a large
over-complete dictionary Φ to characterize all possible local
structures of the face.

B. Sparse Representation in Face Reconstruction
Due to self-occlusion, there will be missing pixels in the
DIBR-synthesized face image that require an effective face
reconstruction procedure to achieve satisfactory filling. Face
reconstruction aims to obtain a high-quality face y from its
degraded measurement x, which can be modeled as
x = Hy + υ

(1)

where H is the degradation matrix indicating the locations of
holes, and υ models synthesis error of DIBR due to rounding to
2-D pixel grid after projection.
From a statistical perspective, reconstructing faces from degraded forms is inherently an ill-posed inverse problem. The
performance of a face reconstruction algorithm largely depends
on how well it can employ priors when numerically solving
the problem. One popular technique to incorporating the prior
knowledge about images is via a so-called sparsity model, in
which a face image is approximated by a sparse linear combination of elements in an appropriately chosen dictionary Φ:
y = Φα + ε, where ε is the approximation error. In order to
jointly exploit the priors of the degradation matrix H that produces x and the dictionary Φ to sparsely express the input image
y, the face reconstruction problem is formulated as


(2)
arg min x − HΦα22 + λ1 α1
α

where λ1 is the regularization parameter for the sparsity
constraint in reconstruction.
The crux of the above sparse reconstruction lies in how to
find a space (spanned by the dictionary atoms) where the face
image exhibits high sparsity. Face reconstruction can be regarded as an image restoration problem. In the literature, image

C. Sparse Representation in Face Beautification
Even though faces are objects with large varieties, they
are made up of several basic components, such as eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. Studies have demonstrated the importance of facial components in beauty judgment tasks [21].
Given the reconstructed face as input, according to the locations of landmarks, we extract four classes of facial components: left eye, right eye, left eyebrow, and right eyebrow.
In our scheme, we beautify each facial component separately.
We construct one sub-dictionary per component separately as
follows.
Instead of component-based dictionary used in [11] and [12],
in this paper, we take a landmark-based dictionary learning approach for facial component beautification. Specifically, for a
component xi of the current face, we collect sufficient example
2 , . . . , x
n ] from the beautiful face data
x1 , x
components X i = [
set as training samples. For both test and training samples, we
vi }ni=1 , reextract their landmark locations, denoted by vi and {
spectively. The location parameters of training beautiful components are used as base elements of the beautification dictionary
2 , . . . , v
n ].
v1 , v
Ψi = [
i in Ψi ;
The beautification process is to approach an atom v
the closer the reconstructed component is to the closest atom
i , the more beautiful the reconstruction is. Mathematically, we
v
seek for the optimal reconstructed landmark distribution β i ∗ as
follows:



(j )
β i ∗ = arg min vi − Ψi β i 22 − λ2 max β i
j
βi
(3)
 (j )
(j )
s.t.,
β i = 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1
j
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(j )

where β i represents the jth element of β i . The regularization
(j )
term −λ2 maxj {β i } guarantees that only the closest training
sample is used in evaluating the beauty of the reconstruction.
λ2 is the parameter that tradesoff the data fidelity term and
the regularization term. Then, the beautified landmark locations
can be represented as vi ∗ = Ψi β i ∗ . We use the computed landmark distribution to warp the input component into its beautified
version
xi ∗ = W(Φi α∗i , Ψi β i ∗ )

(4)

where W(·, ·) is the warping operator, and Φi αi is the
reconstructed facial component corresponding to xi .
Another challenge in our paper is to achieve the beautification
goal while introducing only minute, subtle modifications to the
original face, such that the resulting beautified face maintains a
strong, unmistakable recognizability to the original. We consider
recognizability for each facial component separately and write
a recognizability constraint as follows:
 S (Φi αi ) − S (W(Φi αi , Ψi β i )) 22 ≤ γ

(5)

where S(·) is a scale-invariant feature transform operator [22]
that maps a vector in the pixel domain to a vector in a chosen
feature space that is to some extent invariant to scaling, rotation, and translation (none of which affect recognizability when
small changes are made), and γ is a constraint parameter that
specifies the desired degree of recognizability. In other words,
(5) states that the l2 -norm of the difference in feature vector
between the pre and postbeautification patch should not be too
large. Using l2 -norm of feature vector difference as a metric
for recognizability is consistent with the object retrieval
literature [23].
With the recognizability constraint, we can cast the face reconstruction and facial component beautification problems into
one unified dual sparse coding framework
arg min xi − Hi Φi αi 22 + λ1 αi 1
{αi ,β i }



(j )
+ μ S(Φi αi ) − S(W(Φi αi , Ψi β i ))22 − λ2 max β i

s.t.,



j

(j )
β
j i

= 1,

0≤

(j )
βi

≤ 1.

(6)

The first two terms in the objective function are standard
sparse coding to reconstruct the face vector xi with respect to
face-specific dictionary Φi . In the third term, the relationship
between the two sparse code vectors αi and β i is established. In
Section IV, we will discuss how (6) can be computed efficiently
in detail.
IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
As formulated in (6), we jointly solve the disocclusion
hole-filling problem for human faces together with the facial
component beautification problem in a unified sparse coding
framework. However, the objective function as formulated in
(6) is nonconvex, and there exist constraints on β i , resulting in
a constrained nonconvex optimization problem. This makes the
problem difficult to solve directly.

Fig. 4. Beautification results of iteration number ranging from 0 to 3. It
can be found that when iteration number = 2, the facial attractiveness is
already improved. More iterations than two leads to slightly better result.
(a) input. (b) iter#1. (c) iter#2. (d) iter#3.

Notice that the net effect of the regularization term
(j )
−λ2 maxj {β i } in (6) is to limit the number of principle training samples in beautification—i.e., promoting sparsity when
composing β i —and thus has as similar effect as l0 -norm in
sparse coding. Therefore, we relax the optimization problem in
(6) to the following form:
arg min x − Φα22 + λ1 α1
{α,β}

+μ S(Φα) − S(W(Φα, Ψβ))22 + λ2 βu0

(7)

where, for simplicity, we remove the subscript index i, since
all facial components share the same objective function, and
we write HΦ as Φ. u is a vector of weights ui to modulate
components in β so that the linear constraints in (6) are roughly
satisfied. u needs to be updated as (7) is solved iteratively as
described next. Note that here we replace the 0 -norm with the
1 -norm, so that the NP-hard problem can be converted to a
convex optimization problem that is easily addressed by a fast
algorithm.
The above objective function in (7) is not jointly convex in
α and β, and thus is difficult to be addressed directly. Instead,
we employ an iterative alternating procedure to solve one set
of variables at a time, which is a popular strategy in optimization to handle this case. Specifically, to tackle the objective
function in (7), we separate the objective function into two
sub-problems, namely optimization with respect to α, and optimization with respect to β. This procedure is repeated until
convergence or after a maximum number of iterations T has
been reached, whichever comes first. In practical implementation, two iterations are enough to achieve satisfactory results, as
shown in Fig. 4. In what follows, we will describe the initialization process, two sub-problems, and their optimal solutions.
The workflow of the proposed optimization algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.
A. Initialization Process
We obtain the initial sparse representation coefficients α with
fixed β by solving the following problem:


(8)
min x − Φα22 + λ1 α1 .
α

The optimization solution of α can be effectively and efficiently solved by a fast 1 -minimization algorithm, known as
augmented Largrangian methods [24].
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Algorithm 1: The Workflow of the Proposed Optimization
Algorithm.
Input:
The input facial component x from
DIBR-synthesized image, two dictionaries Φ and Ψ .
Output:
The reconstructed and beautified facial
component x∗
1: Initialize α by addressing (8);
2: Initialize L = 0.4I, W and U are initialized as the
identity matrix I;
For Outer iterations
Procedure 1: Optimization with respect to β
For inner tth iteration
3: Derive β according to (14);
according to ut+1
= 1/((β ti )2 + );
4: Update ut+1
i
i
5: Update L and W according to (14).
End
Procedure 2: Optimization with respect to α
6: Derive α according to (17).
End
7: Compute the output facial component as
x∗ = W(Φα, Ψβ);
B. Optimization With Respect to β
With the derived α in (8), the optimization problem with
respect to β becomes


min S(Φα) − S(W(Φα, Ψβ))22 + λ2 βu0 .
(9)
β

However, S(·) is in general a nonlinear mapping, and the beautification penalty term (first term) in (9) describes a feasible space
that is irregular in shape in the pixel domain. This is illustrated
by the blue regions in Fig. 2. This makes the optimization in (9)
difficult to solve.
Thus, we approximate the beautification penalty in (9) with
a quadratic penalty term centered at Φα. On the right of Fig. 2,
we see that the irregular-shaped blue region is approximated
by an ellipse—a cross section of a quadratic penalty function.
Specifically, instead of writing the quadratic penalty function as
a full matrix, we write the quadratic penalty term as a simpler
weighted l2 -norm with a change of coordinate1 via a linear
transform L, i.e.,
 S(Φα)− S(W(Φα, Ψβ))22 ≈  L (Φα − W(Φα, Ψβ))w
2
= (Φα − W(Φα, Ψβ))T LT WL (Φα − W(Φα, Ψβ))

(10)
where W is a diagonal matrix with weight wi for the (i, i)
matrix element; w is the vector with wi as components. Then,
the optimization problem can be reformulated as follows:

(Φα −W(Φα, Ψβ))T LT WL (Φα− W(Φα, Ψβ))
.
min
β
+λ2 βu0
(11)
1 Sylvester’s law of inertia states that, via a suitable change of basis, a
real quadratic form Q of n variables can be brought to the diagonal form
n
w x2 , i.e., a weighted sum.
of
i= 1 i i

Since currently α is fixed and β is the unknown, for convenience of computation, we inversely wrap Φα to the parameter
space, and get the following equivalent optimization problem:

T
W −1 (Φα) − Ψβ LT WL W −1 (Φα) − Ψβ
min
β
+λ2 βu0
(12)
where W −1 (·) represents the inverse warping operator.
The weighted sparsity term, l0 -norm of β, is still difficult
to tackle. Given the nearly quadratic form of the optimization
above, we use iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS) [25]
to replace the weighted l0 -norm with a sparsity-promoting
weighted l2 -norm: β T Uβ, where U is another diagonal matrix with weight ui at the (i, i) entry. The optimization can now
be written as

β T ΨT LT WLΨ + λ2 Ut β
min
(13)
β
−2 (W −1 (Φα))T LT WLΨ β
where Ut is IRLS weighting matrix at iteration t. Minimization
of (13) at a given iteration t is now an unconstrained quadratic
programming problem with a closed-form solution [26]

(14)
min β T Λβ − 2Ξβ
β

where Λ and Ξ are two matrices.
For the weighted l2 -norm β T Uβ to be sparsity-promoting,
(13) needs to be solved multiple times, where for each iteration
t, the weights in Ut must be adjusted. Specifically, uti is updated
)2 + ) using solution β t−1 of previous iteration
to be 1/((β t−1
i
t − 1 for chosen parameter  > 0 for numerical stability. See
[25] for details.
The only remaining question is how to select linear transform
L and weights wi so that the approximation in (10) is a good
one. For ease of discussion, let v = W −1 (Φα) − Ψβ be the
vector that deviates from Φα, when α is fixed. Linear transform
L changes the coordinate system, so that the quadratic penalty
function P (v) is only a simple weighted sum of individual
components, i.e., P (v) = i wi (Lv)2i , where (·)i denotes the
ith element in the vector.
Given fixed αo , suppose we perturb by a small amount to
α1 . The changes in pixel domain from Φαo to Φα1 is denoted
by v1 , and the change in feature vector is denoted by Δ1 =
S(Φαo ) − S(Φα1 )22 . (v1 , Δ1 ) is essentially a sample point
using, which we can estimate P (·). Suppose we have K such
samples, where K < N

wi (Lv1 )2 = Δ1
P (v1 ) =
i

..
.
P (vK ) =



wi (LvK )2 = ΔK .

(15)

i

Assuming these K vectors vK are linearly independent, we can
perform iterative projection to construct a set of K orthogonal
basis to expand this K-dimensional space. Given these basis
vectors, we can then design a K-dimensional quadratic penalty
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P (K ) (·) so that it goes through these sample points. If we further assume that the rest of the dimensions N − K also have
orthogonal basis vectors each with weight wi that is the mean of
the K computed weights, we have a complete penalty function.
C. Optimization With Respect to α
Fixing β, the sub-problem for optimizing code vector α
becomes

arg min x − Φα22 + λ1 α0
α


.
+ L(Φα − W(Φα, Ψβ))w
2

(16)

With simple algebra and deleting the constant, the above
objective function can be reformulated as

 T
α ΦT Φ + ΦT LT WLΦ + λ1 Ut α
arg min
−2 xT Φ + (W(Φα, Ψβ))T LT WLΦ α
α
(17)
which is actually with the same form as (14). Therefore, it also
can be effectively solved by the IRLS algorithm.
D. Speed Up, Temporal Consistency, and Eye Blinking
We intend our optimization algorithms to work for conference
video, not just single images. In our method, we divide the
video into multiple groups of pictures (GOPs), each containing
a complete blinking process, i.e., the shapes of eyes change from
full open to close. The first frame in a GOP contains full open
eyes; subsequent frames have blinking eyes. In each frame, we
compute the maximum value of the location differences between
top landmark (48 and 56 in Fig. 3) and down landmark (44 and
52 in Fig. 3) of two eyes. The value of the full open eyes is
used as the threshold. By comparing with this threshold, we can
know whether a frame contains blinking eyes.
Only facial components in the first frame of a GOP are beautified using our proposed optimization. For a subsequent kth
frame in the GOP, the computed solution β 0 of the first frame
in the GOP can be used for initialization of weight matrices U
during IRLS optimization, i.e., ui = 1/((β 0i )2 + ), to solve for
αk and β k of the current frame. Quadratic function parameters
L and w in (10) can also be reused. There are two obvious benefits to this parameter reusage. First, it can greatly reduce the
number of iterations required for IRLS during optimization, and
hence can speed up the process of face reconstruction and beautification. Second, we can achieve temporal consistency across
all frames by selecting similar beautified facial components, as
demonstrated in Section V. It is worth noting that the above
process is performed to beautify facial components except two
eyes in subsequent frames in a GOP.
For blinking eyes, we try to derive an appropriate warping
function F to transform a beautified open eye to a beautified blinking eye [12]. Specifically, we denote the landmark
coordinates of a full open eye and a blinking eye as Lo =
11
{xi , yi }11
i=1 and Lb = {x̂i , ŷi }i=1 , respectively. Using the detected landmarks as key feature points, we define triangular
meshes over the points for the open eye and the blinking
eye, respectively. Doing so means we have triangle-to-triangle
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correspondences. Then, each triangle is warped separately
from source to destination through a six-parameter affine
transformation
x̂i = a1 xi + b1 yi + c1
ŷi = a2 xi + b2 yi + c2 .

(18)

The six unknown parameters can be effectively derived through
six linear equations provided by end-points of two corresponding triangle in the open eye and the blinking eye. After deriving
{Fi }, it can be directly performed to the beautified open eye to
obtain a beautified blinking eye.
V. EXPERIMENTATION
In this section, experimental results are presented to demonstrate the performance of our proposed joint gaze-correction
and beautification system. In our experimental setting, using
a Kinect camera placed at the bottom of the display monitor,
we captured videos for eight peoples and used them as test
samples. In our experiment, for completeness we will also consider the smaller angle case, where the self-occluded pixels
were simulated by random injection of impulse noises into the
screen-center view image. In practical experiments, 30% pixels
are randomly injected.
A. Dictionary Training
In our experiments, the process of face reconstruction is based
on a specific face data set, which is constituted by face regions
of the camera-captured viewpoints and other frontal photos of
the current person. The dictionary for face reconstruction is
patch-wise. In our experiment, we extract overlapping 5 × 5
small patches for dictionary training, and classify them into 64
clusters. Each cluster has a compact sub-dictionary with size of
25 × 25.
The process of face beautification relies on an offline beautiful faces data set, which is collected from the web, including
300 samples for male and female, respectively. To reduce the influences of age, skin color, and other irrelevant factors, we only
select television and movie stars in China, Japan, and South Korea with ages from 20s to 40s in frontal view, without glasses, to
construct beautiful face training set. It is worth noting that our
method is not just limited to Oriental faces, which can be directly
extended to a wider variety of faces. For example, it can process
Caucasian faces, as long as the training set for beautification
includes Caucasian star faces.
We use the algorithm [17] to detect the face regions and
identify the 103 landmarks, as illustrated in Fig. 3. All star faces
are normalized by the distance between pupils of the test face,
and are aligned to bring the eyes to the same location. The
female and male beautiful faces have their own dictionaries.
For an input face, we use the approach presented in [27] to
detect its gender and choose the corresponding dictionary for
optimization.
The dictionaries for face beautification are based on facial
components. For eyes and eyebrows, the masks are generated
by the convex polygons formed by adjacent landmarks. The
landmarks of nose do not form a close polygons; therefore, the
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mask of nose is defined by a triangle covering the top and bottom
landmark points.
B. Parameter Setting
The proposed scheme involves some parameters. We clarify
their setting here. λ1 and λ2 are the regularization parameters
of sparsity constraints on α and β, respectively. We set them as
0.001 and 0.01, respectively. μ is the regularization parameter
for the recognizability constraint. We set it as 0.01. Each test
video sequence include 87 frames with size of 640 × 480. In
optimization, the maximum iteration number of outer iteration
is set to 2; the maximum iteration number of inner iteration is
set to 4. L is first initialized as a scalar matrix L = 0.4I, where
I is the identity matrix. W and U are initialized as the identity
matrix.
C. Perceptual Evaluation
For the case of the large capture view angle, the task of face
reconstruction is nontrivial. Due to self-occlusion, there will be
a lot of missing pixels (about 40%) in the DIBR-synthesized face
image, as illustrated in the first row of Fig. 5. Even in this case,
our proposed method also achieves good face reconstruction
results, as shown in the second row of Fig. 5. All holes are
filled, and almost all artifacts are removed. The third row shows
the beautification results. It is observed that, for all test faces,
their facial components become more attractive to some extent.
In the case of large view angle, the task of integrating the
beautified faces into the background becomes more difficult
than the case of small angle. We transfer only the face from the
synthesized view seamlessly into the original image. Since this
step is not the main contribution of our paper, for the integration process, we propose the following strategy to finish it: 1)
identify the 103 landmarks of faces in the captured view and the
beautified face, the index of landmarks is shown in Fig. 3; 2) according the distance between two eyes, align the two faces into
the same scale; 3) segmenting the face regions of the beautified
face according to the outside contour of the face, indicating by
the landmarks indexed from 1–25, 26–30, 34–38; 4) using the
locations of two eyes as anchor points, pasted the scaled beautiful face to the capture view; and 5) carrying out smooth filtering
along the outside contour.
Visually, it can be clearly seen that the proposed method
achieves satisfactory reconstruction results (shown in the first
row in Fig. 6). Not only can it fill all holes, but it also reconstruct
fine facial details such as contours. The good face reconstruction could be attributed to the fact that we can derive useful
priors from the constructed specific-face dictionary. Although
facial features can vary a lot through the image plane, it has
been found that the microstructures of faces can be represented
by a small number of structural primitives, and these primitives are qualitatively similar in a form to simple cell receptive
fields. Therefore, using the many patches extracted from several
training faces, we are able to train the dictionaries, which can
represent well the test faces.
The second row in Fig. 6 indicates the face beautification results by [11]. Since [11] exploited a component-based

dictionary for beautification and there is no strict sparsity constraint as done in our scheme, it leads to somewhat blurring
effect in the generated facial components, such as eyes of Female1 and Male2. It also results in unwanted facial contours,
such as Male1. The third row in Fig. 6 indicates the face beautification results by the proposed method. From these results, we
can find that all test samples have beautified facial components.
All samples have enlarged eyes, which make them look more
beautiful. The first four samples have more pronounced eyebrows. The second, third, and fourth test samples have adjusted
facial contours, resulting in more beautiful face shapes. For
the second test sample, the wrinkles around the eyes are eliminated. The reconstruction-only faces has dark shades around
the eyes due to nose and hair blocking the light. The beautified
faces eliminate this effect to make the subjects look more vigorous. More importantly, we note that there still exists a small
amount of gaze-mismatch in the reconstruction-only faces. The
beautification process achieves a perfect gaze correction.
D. Objective Evaluation
To objectively validate our proposed joint face reconstruction
and beautification scheme, we also conducted an experiment
to verify the performance of our method compared to other
ones based on a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) process,
which is widely used in psychophysical studies. Six test faces
are selected for testing, including three males and three females,
as illustrated in Fig. 6. In total, 30 participants with age 18 to
41 and with normal or corrected to normal vision were invited
to take this test. Participants were familiarized with the testing
procedure before the start of the experiment. In each trial, a
participant was shown side-by-side a pair of images: 1) the result
of the proposed method and the result of face reconstruction
only, which is used to test if our joint scheme is able to improve
the facial attractiveness, 2) the result of the proposed method
and the result of [11], which is used to test the advantage of our
method over [11].
The participant was asked (forced) to choose the face he/she
believed to have better facial attractiveness. In the 2AFC test,
the side-by-side comparison was randomly slotted into four test
sequences, where for each sequence, the ordering of the six test
image pairs was also randomized. Each image pair was shown
on a 8-bit 27-in monitor with contrast and bright set at 75%.
The distance from the subject to the monitor is approximately
twice the monitor’s height (335.7 mm). The illumination of the
room was in the 300–320 Lux range. Participants observed each
image pair for 10 s, and entered the score in the next 5 s. This
testing procedure closely followed the guidelines provided by
ITU-R BT.500 [28].
The vote statistics of participates are shown in Table I. We
see that for all test faces, the participants selected our results
over competing schemes by a clear margin. This validates the
superior visual quality of our method over competing schemes.
Moreover, we used the two-sided chi-square χ2 test [29] to
examine the statistical significance of the results. The null hypothesis is that there is no preference for each pair of images.
Under this hypothesis, the expected number of votes should be
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Fig. 5. Results of hole-filling and face beautification with large view angle for a frame with a slight smile. The first row: DIBR results. The second
row: results of only hole-filling. The third row: results of joint face reconstruction and beautification.

Fig. 6. Results of hole-filling and face beautification with small view angle, for a frame with a slight smile. The first row: results of only hole-filling.
The second row: results of [11], which uses a component-based dictionary for beautification. The third row: results of the proposed scheme, which
uses a landmark-based dictionary for beautification.

TABLE I
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF COMPARED METHODS

Each table cell shows the vote statistics and the corresponding p-value of two-sided χ 2 test.
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Fig. 7. Temporal consistency test for a blinking process. (a)–(d) are the successive frames in Test Video 1, (e)–(h) are the successive frames in
Test Video 2.

equal. As a rule of thumb in experimental sciences, the null
hypothesis is accepted when p  0.05. From Table I, we see
that for all test faces, the p-value [29] of χ2 is smaller than 0.05,
most of which are significantly smaller. We can thus conclude
that statistically participants showed significant preference for
our method.
E. Eyes Blinking and Temporal Consistency
In the media attachment, we provided two demo videos to
demonstrate the performance of our method on video. In these
two videos, the left one are the results of only hole-filling, the
right ones are the results of joint face reconstruction and beautification. It can be found that two samples in the right-hand
side have enlarged eyes and more pronounced eyebrows, which
improve their facial attractiveness. Moreover, as illustrated in
Fig. 7, the proposed method is able to handle the blinking
problem and keep the temporal consistency very well.
VI. CONCLUSION
Gaze mismatch is a known problem in video conferencing. In
this paper, we proposed to jointly perform hole-filling in DIBRsynthesized gazed-corrected view and face beautification using
dual sparsity prior—in so doing, we aimed to create a virtual
realm of immersive communication that is perceptually better
than reality itself. Assuming the availability of a large corpus
of images a priori, the key idea was to learn two dictionaries
offline (one for target conference subject and one for “beautiful” faces), so that in real-time two sparse code vectors can be
sought: one explained the available DIBR-synthesized pixels,
and the other matched well with the first vector in terms of
feature space distance to ensure an acceptable level of recognizability, while increased proximity to “beautiful” facial features. Further, we optionally refined the subject’s facial contour
via a sparse neighbor selection procedure. Through extensive

experimentation, we showed that consistent and natural looking
faces with enhanced attractiveness could be synthesized.
In future work, we will further consider more challenging
scenarios that have multiple people in the same scene or frame.
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